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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a control method for a snake robot to move between two planes amidst
changing environmental conditions. The proposed approach uses a proximity sensor affixed to the robot to
estimate its position and orientation relative to the plane. When the robot’s wheels become ungrounded due
to environmental fluctuations, the control mode seamlessly transitions from propulsion control to recovery
control. During recovery control, the robot is controlled to ensure that the ungrounded wheels regain contact
with the plane. The integration of sensor information, propulsion control, and recovery control enables the
snake robot to effectively adapt to the dynamically changing environment and maintain locomotion. The
effectiveness of the proposed methodology was confirmed through experiments employing a snake robot.
The results validate the robot’s capability to traverse variable planes by utilizing the estimated information
of plane. Moreover, the snake robot successfully regained ground contact through recovery control, even
when encountering instances of ungrounded wheels during propulsion. Thus, the findings substantiate the
robot’s ability to sustain propulsion by maintaining the wheels grounded.

INDEX TERMS Environmental change, kinematics, proximity sensor, snake robot, traversing two planes.

I. INTRODUCTION
A snake robot represents a robotic system characterized by
an elongated body shape and numerous joints, mimicking
the features of a biological snake. Snake robots can achieve
diverse motions by exploiting these features. Consequently,
snake robots are expected to play an active role in disaster
sites with diverse terrain. Based on their propulsion mecha-
nisms, snake robots can be classified into three categories:
passive-wheel type [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10] non-wheel type [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]
and active-wheel type [18], [19], [20], [21]. By leveraging
these distinct robot types for specific purposes, snake robots
can be adapted to a wide range of environments. Most of the
prior research on snake robots primarily focused on planar
movements [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Recently, there has been
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a growing emphasis on more complex three-dimensional
environments, such as discontinuous environments like
steps [6], [7], [8], [11], [18], [19], and curved environments
like cylinders [9], [12], [13], [14]. Nevertheless, most of these
studies are restricted to unchanged environments.

Mobile robots are used not only to search disaster sites
but also for transportation tasks and to explore extreme
environments [22], [23]. However, when mobile robots
perform transportation tasks in unknown outdoor terrain, they
may encounter unexpected obstacles such as steps or uneven
terrain. When they explore extreme environments, they may
move on soft ground environments with variable terrain, such
as snow and sand. Thus, there aremany variable terrains in the
real environment. Consequently, mobile robots need to adapt
to changes in the environment to effectively operate in such
environments.

Typical examples of mobile robots include leg-type [24],
[25], [26], wheel-type [22], [23], [27], [28], [29], and
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FIGURE 1. Model of control object.

crawler-type robots [30], [31], [32]. Approaches that enable
robots to adapt to variable terrains can be categorized into
two types: mechanical solutions [24], [27], [30]], and control
solutions [25], [26], [28], [29], [31], [32]. However, these
approaches cannot be directly applied to snake robots because
of their different mechanisms and principles of movement.

In the case of snake robots, as a mechanical solu-
tion, Bae et al. proposed a mechanism to assist snake
robots in moving across uneven terrains [17]. Furthermore,
Kouno et al. improved the mobility of an active-wheel-type
snake robot on uneven terrains [20].

As an example of control solutions, Takemori et al.
introduced a motion in which the entire body of the robot
behaves akin to a crawler belt, thereby allowing the snake
robot to move across the rubble [13]. Takemori et al.
presented a control method that enables a snake robot to
autonomously adapt to pipes with irregularly varying cross-
sectional shapes [14]. Gong et al. proposed a method for
a snake robot to adapt to the changing slope by estimating
the angle of the slope [15]. Watanabe et al. proposed
a rope-climbing motion for a snake robot utilizing rope
deformation [16].

However, most of these studies focused on non-wheeled
type snake robots, which rely on direct contact between the
robot’s body and the environment to move. This movement
principle differs from wheel-type snake robots, which
generate propulsive force through the interaction between the
wheels and the environment. Consequently, the locomotion
method for non-wheeled snake robots cannot be applied to
wheeled snake robots. Kon et al. proposed a control method
for a passive-wheel-type snake robot to ascend unknown steps
using sensor information [6]. However, this research does not
assume environmental changes, and there is limited research
on wheel-type snake robots traversing variable terrains.

Many disaster sites are discontinuous environments with
scattered footholds. Hence, snake robots need to transfer from
one environment to another to operate efficiently at disaster

FIGURE 2. Assumed environment.

sites. In the prior research, control methods for snake robots
to ascend and descend parallel steps were proposed [7], [8],
[11], [18], [19]. Tanaka introduced a stair-climbing method
for snake robots [21], whereas Nakajima presented a control
method for snake robots to move between two non-parallel
planes [10]. However, these approaches do not account for
environmental changes. Since disaster sites have unstable
footholds such as rubble, transfer motions must be adaptable
to the changing environment.

Hence, we focus on discontinuous environments scattered
with variable footings, such as those encountered at disaster
sites. To realize movement in such an environment, this paper
proposes a control method for a passive-wheeled snake robot
to adapt to changes in the environment andmove between two
variable planes. To achieve this purpose, we propose a control
method enabling the snake robot to adapt to environmental
changes. The proposed method uses proximity sensors to
estimate the distance and direction relative to the surrounding
environment. In cases where the robot’s wheels lose contact
with the plane due to environmental changes, the system
executes recovery controls to reestablish contact between
the wheels and the plane. By combining sensor information
with propulsion and recovery control, the snake robot can
adapt to changes of the environment and traverse between
two variable planes. The main contribution of the proposed
method is that it can solve the problem of moving between
two planes under variable footings, which has not been
solved in previous studies on snake robots. We validate the
effectiveness of the proposed method through experiments
utilizing an actual robot.

II. PROBLEM SETTING
The robot used in this research is shown in Fig.1(a). This
robot consists of 2n links and 2n − 1 joints. It features
alternating single-axis pitch and yaw joints. The length of
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FIGURE 3. Flow of moving between two planes.

the link connecting adjacent joints is l. The joint connecting
the ith link to the i + 1th link is the ith joint. The relative
angle between the ith and the i + 1th link is ψi, is directly
controlled by the ith joint. Let ψ ∈ R2n−1,1 be a vector
of all relative joint angles. Let 1, 3,· · · , 2n − 1th joints
be yaw joints and the 2, 4,· · · , 2(n − 1)th joints be pitch
joints. The robot has passive wheels with anisotropic friction,
coaxial to the pitch joint. These wheels are slippery in
the propulsive direction and less slippery in the orthogonal
direction. Leveraging this anisotropy and rotating the joints,
the snake robot can be propelled. This configuration is
widely used in previous studies [2], [3], [7], [8], [10], and
various behaviors can be achieved by applying the methods
of previous studies. Additionally, the robot is equipped with
a proximity sensor aligned with the wheel axis. As shown
in Fig.1(b), this proximity sensor measures the minimum
distance and direction angle in the radial direction of the
sensor to the plane. Since the wheels rotate, the sensor on the
ith wheel axle is fixed to the rear link of the ith wheel (2i+1th
link), not to the wheel but to the link. So the orientation of
the sensor changes in conjunction with the rear link as shown
in Fig.1(c). This is a requirement for estimating the relative
relationship between the robot and the environment based on
the robot’s geometric relationship and sensor information.

Fig.2(a) shows the assumed environment, comprising two
unstable planes with variable inclinations. Fig.2(b) shows
the names of each part of the robot. The section of the
robot grounded on the front plane is referred to as the front
plane part, whereas the part grounded on the rear plane
is referred to as the rear plane part. The connection part
is the segment connecting the rear-end wheels of the front
plane to the front-end wheels of the rear plane. Fig.2(a)
defines four relative coordinate systems for the robot: the
head coordinate system 6h, the front-end of the connection
part 6cf , the rear-end of the connection part 6cr , and the ith
link coordinate system 6i.

Fig.3 shows the robot’s motion flow in the assumed
environment, based on Nakajima’s method [10]. Initially, the
robot head is grounded to the front plane by performing
‘head adaptive motion’ (A-B). Afterward, the robot performs
‘motion for straddling two planes’ (C) to move between the

planes. Next, it performs the ‘propagation of the connection
part’ (D-E), moving the connection part backward as it
advances. By repeating the cycle from (C-E), the robot’s
entire body eventually reaches the front plane (F).

This paper focuses on the motion for straddling two planes
among these motions. In this motion, the robot propels by
utilizing the anisotropy friction of the wheels based on each
plane. Furthermore, controlling the connection part joints
ensures proper contact with the wheels on the plane [5].
Consequently, the ground contact of the wheels to the plane
and the information such as the position and angle of each
plane are necessary for the robot’s propulsion. However,
information of plane changes in the variable two-plane
environment. Methods such as Nakajima’s method [10],
which provides predetermined information of plane, are
not applicable in this study. Additionally, changes in the
plane inclinations may cause the wheels on both planes
to lose contact while propelling. The propulsion control
in this study [5] assumes that all wheels on the front
plane part and the rear plane part are grounded. However,
when the wheels become ungrounded, the propulsion control
behaves differently from the assumption. As a result,
conventional methods fail to reestablish contact between
an ungrounded wheel from the front plane part and the
plane.

To address these problems, this paper proposes the motion
for straddling two variable planes that improve the motion
in Nakajima’s method [10]. The motion for straddling two
variable planes, as illustrated in Fig.4, executes two types of
controls: propulsion control and recovery control. When all
wheels of both plane parts are correctly grounded, the robot
propels itself on the environment using propulsion control.
The control estimates the distance and direction relative
to the surrounding environment based on the information
from the sensors. The controller controls the robot according
to the robot’s relative coordinate system based on this
estimated information. When the sensor detects ungrounded
wheels on either plane, the robot executes the recovery
control to ground the wheel on the plane again. After
the recovery control, the robot resumes propulsion control.
This approach ensures that the robot adapts its wheels to
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FIGURE 4. Overview of the proposed method.

FIGURE 5. The posture that requires recovery control: The desired state
entails wheel pairs at both ends of the connection part being grounded to
the plane, with the links aligned parallel to the plane.

environmental changes and resumes propulsion, enabling the
snake robot to traverse between two variable planes.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. RECOVERY CONTROL
Fig.5 shows the postures that require recovery control.
As depicted, recovery control is started when the wheel pairs
at either end of the connection part are ungrounded or when
the links are not parallel to the plane. In the propulsion
control, the pitch joint angles in both plane parts are fixed at
0 rad. Consequently, the grounding condition of the wheels
of the connection part influences the remaining wheels on
the plane part. If the wheel at the end of the connection part
is properly grounded to the plane, all wheels on the plane
achieve proper grounding. The recovery control uses one
of the connection part’s end wheels as a reference point to
control the wheels on the other end of the connection part to
the desired grounding state. In this case, the reference point is
assumed fixed, while the connection joints control the motion
of the control point.

Fig.6 shows the assumed state of the wheels at both ends
of the connection part. The wheels on the both ends of the
connection part can be either both wheels grounded, only
one wheel grounded, or both ungrounded. The combination
of those states can be grounded into 3 patterns. This paper
proposes a control model that can recover from Pattern 2.

The reference coordinate system in the recovery control
is defined as 6rec. 6rec takes either 6cf or 6cr in Fig.2(a)
which the wheels are properly grounded. The grounding state
of each wheel is determined from sensor information.

FIGURE 6. Classification of conditions requiring recovery control.

FIGURE 7. Coordinate system used to estimate information of plane.

1) ESTIMATION OF INFORMATION OF PLANE
When 6rec is set to 6cf , we define cf pr ∈ R3,1 as the
coordinates of a point on the rear plane from 6cf and
cf nr ∈ R3,1 as the normal vector of the rear plane from
6cf as the information of plane to be used. To estimate this
information of plane, the proposed method calculates the rear
plane coordinate systemcf6r observed from 6cf shown in
Fig.7. This coordinate system’s origin is anchored on the
plane, with arbitrarily oriented x- and y-axes, and the z-axis
oriented perpendicular to the plane.

cf6r is calculated from sensor information. Table 1 and
Fig.8 show the parameters used to estimate information of
plane. The wheel at the front-end of the connection part is
defined as nfeth wheel, whereas the wheel at the rear-end
is defined as the nreth wheel. The information of plane is
derived from sensor data at both ends of the connection part,
the distance from the axle center to the sensor as, the robot’s
link length l, and the joint angles of the connection part. The
connection part has jc number of joints, ranging from the 2nfe
joint to the 2nre joint, encapsulated in the vector ψc ∈ Rjc,1.
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TABLE 1. Parameters used to estimate information of plane.

FIGURE 8. Illustration of parameters used to estimate information of
plane.

s,lφi is the relative angle of the rear link of the i-th wheel
to the plane, whereas s,aφi is the roll axis relative angle of the
ith wheel to the plane. These parameters are determined from
sensor information sdl,i, sdr,i, sφl,i, and sφr,i as

s,lφi =

sφl,i +
sφr,i

2
− π (1)

s,aφi = tan−1
( sdl,i − sdr,i

2as

)
. (2)

The calculation of s,lφi involves averaging the angle infor-
mation obtained from both left and right sensors, mitigating
errors inherent in individual sensors.

As shown in Fig.9, cf6r is derived by a coordinate
transformation based on a geometric relationship using l, ψc,
s,lφnre ,

sdl,nre , and
s,aφnre .

cf pr is the coordinate origin of
cf6r , and cf nr is the unit vector in the z-axis direction of
cf6r .
Conversely, when 6rec is configured as 6cr , we define

crpf ∈ R3,1 the coordinates of a point on the front plane
observed from 6cr , and crnf ∈ R3,1 the normal vector of the
front plane observed from 6cr , as the information of plane.
This information is obtained from the front plane coordinate
system cr6f observed from 6cr .

2) CONTROL MODEL OF RECOVERY CONTROL
This section shows the control model of recovery control.
In recovery control, only the connection part is subject to
control. The control variables for the recovery control are
shown in Fig.10. When 6rec is set to 6cf , the control
object becomes the nre wheel, which is the rear-end of the
connection part. In this case, the control variables are the
distance from the center of the left/right wheel to the plane
(dl,nre , dr,nre ), the relative angle between the rear link and the
plane at the rear-end of the connection part (lφnre ), and the 1st

joint of the connection part (cψ1). dl,nre , dr,nre , and
lφnre are

obtained from

dl,nre =
cf nr ·

(
cf pl,nre −

cf pr
)
, (3)

dr,nre =
cf nr ·

(
cf pr,nre −

cf pr
)
, (4)

lφnre = sin−1
(
cf nr ·

cf l2nre+1

)
, (5)

where cf pl,nre ∈ R3,1 and cf pr,nre ∈ R3,1 are the positions of
the nre left and right wheel center observed from 6cf , and
cf l2nre+1 ∈ R3,1 is the direction vector of the 2nre + 1th
link observed from6cf . These values are computed based on
ψc. To properly ground the wheel pairs at both ends of the
connection part to the plane, the targets for dl,nre and dr,nre
are set to the wheel radius rw, whereas the target for lφnre is
set to 0.

Conversely, when 6rec is set to 6cr , the control object
shifts the nreth wheel, located at the front-end of the
connection part. In this case, the defined control variables
encompass dl,nfe , dr,nfe ,

−lφnfe , and
cψ1. −lφnfe and

−lφnfe is
the relative angle of the front link of the front-end wheel of
the connection part to the plane, as shown in Fig.10. These
values are obtained as

dl,nfe =
crnf ·

(crpl,nre −
crpf

)
, (6)

dr,nfe =
crnf ·

(
crpr,nfe −

crpf
)
, (7)

−lφnfe = sin−1 (crnσ · (−cr l2nfe )
)
. (8)

The variables used in these equations share fundamental
definitions with those in (3)-(5), although with the reference
coordinate system designated as6cr . These control variables
are similarly derived from ψc, with the targets of dl,nfe , dr,nfe
being rw and −lφnfe being 0.

The control variable cψ1 serves the purpose of accommo-
dating sensor errors. The output characteristics of the sensor
are shown in Fig.11. In Fig.11(a), the sensor’s error amount
fluctuates according to the distance and orientation relative to
the object under observation. The maximum error in distance
information approximates 6 mm, whereas the maximum error
in directional information reaches around 0.6 rad. As shown
in Fig.11, the sensor has a certain level of error, contingent
upon its distance and orientation relative to the detected
object. Furthermore, even whenmaintaining specific distance
and orientation parameters, the sensor output fluctuates
within a certain range.

Recovery control are planned to be terminated when the
control variable converges to the target value. Notably, when
encountering substantial sensor errors, a certain deviation
between the control variable and the target may persist,
as illustrated in Fig.12(a). Under such circumstances, the
recovery control may not end. To prevent this problem,
it needs to minimize sensor errors by compensating for
sensor values. As shown in Fig.11(b), the sensor has a
characteristic where the error value changes according to the
distance and the orientation relative to the object. However,
setting correction values for all conditions within the sensor’s
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FIGURE 9. Procedure for calculating information of plane : Transform from the reference coordinate system 6cf to 62nre (Step 1). Next, 62nre is
translated by -as in the direction of y axis (Step 2). After that, rotate the transformed coordinate system 6e1 by s,lφnre in y-axis direction (Step 3). Then,
translate the transformed coordinate system 6e2 by -sdl,nre in the direction of z axis (Step 4). Finally, rotate the transformed coordinate system 6e3 by
s,aφnre along x axis (Step 5). These steps finally yield the coordinate system cf6r . In the case of deriving cr6f , the difference is that the coordinate
transformation from 6cr to 62nfe

in step 1, and the variables used in steps 2 to 5 being s,lφnfe , sdl,nfe
, and s,aφnfe .

FIGURE 10. Control variables in recovery control.

measurement range of the sensor is difficult. Consequently,
we use a sensor that specifically reduces errors within the
measurement area relevant to the recovery control. To achieve
this, we first establish the target posture for the recovery
control, which is the desired state for both ends of the
connection part as shown in Fig.5, and let the robot take the
posture. The value of cψ1 when the robot is assumed in this
posture is cψ1,adv, and the extracted sensor values are sdadv
and sφadv.
Then, as shown in Fig.12(b), the difference (εd , εφ) from

the ideal value (sdd , sφd ) is used as the offset value. In the
experiment, values obtained from the sensors undergo a
moving average filter, and the values added to εd and εφ

FIGURE 11. Output characteristics of the sensor.

are utilized to estimate information of plane. As the result,
as shown in Fig.11(b), the distance information’s error is
diminished to under 2 mm, and the direction information’s
error is diminished to under 0.1 rad.
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FIGURE 12. Problems caused by sensor errors and their countermeasures.

FIGURE 13. Problems on the front-end of the connection part that occur
when cψ1 is not controlled.

To prevent sensor errors after offsetting, the sensor must
maintain the same position and orientation relative to the
plane as when sdadv and sφadv were acquired. The final
positional relationship between the sensor and the plane
will match the state when sdadv and sφadv were acquired
by controlling dl,nfe , dr,nfe , dl,nre , and dr,nre . As shown in
Fig.1(c), the sensor’s orientation changes along with the rear
link. When executing recovery control at the rear-end of
the connection part, the final orientation of the rear link
(sensor) aligns with the orientation when sdadv and sφadv were
acquired by controlling lφnre . Consequently, the recovery
control at the rear-end can reduce sensor errors within the
utilized measurement area. However, as shown in Fig.13,
when executing the recovery control of the front-end of the
connection part, simply controlling −lφnfe cannot guarantee
that the final rear link orientation matches the one when

sdadv and sφadv are acquired. So the appropriate offset value
cannot be estimated due to the sensor’s characteristic of error
variation with orientation.

Thus, as shown in Fig.14, we control cψ1 so that the sensor
direction always matches the direction when sdadv and sφadv
are acquired. The corresponding target value is determined
by

cψ1,d =
cψ1,adv +

s,−lφnfe . (9)

Fig.15 shows s,−lφnfe as the relative angle between the front
link of the nfeth wheel and the plane, calculated from sensor
information and obtained by

s,−lφnfe =
s,lφnfe − ψ2nfe , (10)

where let ψ2nfe be the 2nfeth element of ψ . The value of
cψ1,adv is set as −π/6.
A velocity constraint in lateral direction of the controlled

wheel is generated when it is grounded on the plane.
Therefore, when the reference coordinate system is 6cf , the
velocity constraint equation for the wheel is expressed as

cf xnre sin
cf θnre −

cf ynre cos
cf θnre = 0, (11)

where cf xnre ,
cf ynre , and

cf θnre are the projected position and
orientation of the velocity constraint point of the rear-end
wheel of the connection part, as shown in Fig.16(a). The
constraint point can be either the axle center, the point nearest
to the plane in the wheel pair, or no constraint, as shown
in Fig.16(b). The choice of the constraint point depends on
the distance between the estimated plane and the left and
right wheels. Similarly, when the reference coordinate system
is 6cr , the velocity constraint was applied to the front-end
wheel.

The time-differentiated equations for the control variables
and (11) can be summarized for ψc as

ṙ = Jψ̇c, (12)

Dψ̇c = 0. (13)

where J = ∂r/∂ψc ∈ R4,jc , D ∈ R1,jc . r denotes
the grouping of control variables, expressed as r =

[dl,nre , dr,nre ,
lφnre ,

cψ1]⊤. Summarizing (12) and (13) yields
a kinematic model of recovery control as[

ṙ
0

]
= Hψ̇c, (14)

where H = [J⊤,D⊤]⊤ ∈ R5,jc .

3) CONTROL INPUT OF RECOVERY CONTROL
The target values of the controlled variable for the kine-
matic model in (14) are summarized in the vector rd =
[rw, rw, 0,−π/6 +

s,−lφnfe ]
⊤. The control input, which is

angular velocity ψ̇c of each joint of the connection part, can
be calculated by

ψ̇c = H†
[
ṙd + K r (rd − r)

0

]
+ kr (I −H†H)η⊤, (15)
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FIGURE 14. Control of cψ1.

FIGURE 15. Variable s,−lφi Definition.

where, H† is the pseudo-inverse of H , K r ∈ R4,4 consists
of positive constant gains in its diagonal components, kr is a
gain regarding redundancy, and η ∈ Rjc,1 is an arbitrary row
vector. Substituting (15) into (14) yields

ṙd − ṙ+ K r (rd − r) = 0, (16)

and the controlled variable r converges to the target value rd
at t → ∞.
The second term on the right side of (10) corresponds

to the redundancy component. This term can contribute to
accomplishing subtasks using redundancy by defining an
appropriate vector for η. In recovery control, the subtasks
are to avoid the limits of movement of the connection part
joints and to prevent contact of the connection part with the
environmental plane. The evaluation function V is obtained
from

V = g1V1 + g2V2. (17)

g1 and g2 are the weight coefficients for each function. V1 is
a function for avoiding joint motion limits, whereas V2 is a
function for preventing plane contact of the connection part.

These functions are calculated as

V1 =
1
jc

jc∑
i=1

ψ2
lim −

cψ2
i

ψ2
lim

, (18)

V2 =
1

mc − 2

mc−1∑
i=2

d2h1 − (dc,i − dh2)2

d2h1
, (19)

where, ψlim is the limit angle of joint motion, cψi is the ith
component of ψc, jc is the number of joints in the connection
part,mc is the number of wheels in the connection part, dc,i is
the distance from the ith wheel of the connection part to the
plane, and dh1, dh2 are arbitrary constants. When determining
dc,i, we calculate the distance from the ith wheel of the
connection part to the front and rear plane, and the closer
between those two is selected as dc,i. The evaluation function
is calculated from ψc. The time-differentiated equation is
given by

V̇ =
∂V
∂ψc

ψ̇c. (20)

η in (15) is determined by

η =
∂V
∂ψc

. (21)

Substituting the inputs to (15) into (20) yields

V̇ = ηH†
· (ṙd + K r (rd − r)) + kvη(I −H†H)η⊤. (22)

The first term on the right side of this equation repre-
sents the component that depends on the control variable
at the connection part. The second term on the right side
is always non-negative when kr is a positive constant gain.
Consequently, the component independent of the controlled
variable can contribute to increasing V̇ , thereby achieving the
subtasks.
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FIGURE 16. Velocity constraint of the wheel to be controlled.

B. PROPULSION CONTROL
As shown in Fig.4, the proposed method propels the robot
using propulsion control except when ungrounded wheels
occur. The proposed propulsion control is based on the
motion for straddling two planes proposed in Nakajima’s
method [10]. As described in Section II, the propulsion
control propels the robot by rotating the joints of the
plane part. Additionally, the connection part joints are
controlled to maintain proper contact with the wheels of
the plane part during propulsion. To enable this motion,
the control model for propulsion control comprises two
models: a two-dimensional model for the plane part and a
three-dimensional model for the connection part. Separating
the models prevents excessive complexity in the control
model due to the three-dimensional control model of the
plane part. Section III-B1 describes themodel formaintaining
wheel contact in the connection part. Section III-B2 describes
the model for undulating motion in both plane parts.

1) CONTROL MODEL OF THE CONNECTION PART
In propulsion control, the connection part is responsible for
maintaining the wheels of the plane part grounded. This
motion involves maintaining contact with the rear-end wheel
of the connection part while assuming that the wheel of the
front plane part is grounded. The control variable in this
motion is dl,nre , dr,nre ,

lφnre , and
cψ1. In the calculation of

the control variables, the reference coordinate system is set
as the robot’s head 6h, and hpr ∈ R3,1, hnr ∈ R3,1 obtained
by the procedure in Fig.9 are used as information of plane.
Fig.17 illustrates the propagation motion of the connection
part in this method ((D-E) in Fig.3). This motion is based on
the sensor information of the second wheel of the connection

FIGURE 17. The propagation motion of the connection part.

part. When the robot continues propulsion control, the second
wheel of the connection part reaches above the front plane.
At that time, the sensor mounted on this wheel detects the
plane. And the robot can execute the propagation motion at
the appropriate timing. Consequently, cψ1 is included as a
control variable to prevent excessive lifting of the second
wheel and to recognize the front plane. The target value of
cψ1 during propulsive control is set to −π/6 rad similar to
cψ1,adv in recovery control.
The control model for the connection part is derived

by combining the time derivative equation of the control
variables and the velocity constraint equation of the wheel,
similar to the recovery control, with only the reference
coordinate system set on 6h.
Whereas the recovery control assumes the reference

coordinate system as 6cf or 6cr , the propulsion control
is based on the 6h. When 6h is the reference coordinate
system, the position and posture of the front-end wheel of
the connection part are obtained from the projected position
and orientation of the robot head w=[xh, yh, θh]⊤ and the yaw
joint angle of the front plane part. Accordingly, the kinematic
model is derived in the same way as (12)-(14), giving

[
˙̃r
0

]
=

[
H1 H2 H3

]  ẇh
ψ̇ f ,z
ψ̇c

 , (23)

where H1 ∈ R5,3, H2 ∈ R5,nfe , and H3 ∈ R5,jc . ˙̃r ∈ R4,1

is a vector grouping the four control variables, and ψ̇ f ,z ∈

Rnfe,1 is a vector grouping the yaw joint angles of the front
plane part. In the recovery control, the velocity constraint
equation for the rear-end of the connection part determines
the constraint target based on the positional relationship
between its wheel and the rear plane. However, in propulsion
control, the wheels are already sufficiently close to the plane
by the recovery control. Thus, the velocity constraint point is
always on the axle center.

2) CONTROL MODEL OF BOTH PLANE PARTS
In propulsion control, the plane part performs arbitrary
trajectory tracking control of the robot head. Undulation
motions are performed in the front and rear plane parts,
referencing the head coordinate system 6h. This control
model assumes that the wheels in each plane part are properly
grounded by the control of the connection part. Consequently,
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FIGURE 18. Velocity constraints of the plane part wheels.

the wheel velocity constraint equation can be expressed as{
f ẋi sin f θi − f ẏi cos f θi = 0,
r ẋi sin rθi − r ẏi cos rθi = 0.

(24)

f xi, f yi, and f θi represent the position and orientation of the
ith wheel in the front plane part relative to the reference
coordinate system, whereas rxi, ryi, and rθi represent the
position and orientation of the ith wheel in the rear plane
part relative to the reference coordinate system. Fig.18 shows
the projected position and orientation of the wheels in each
plane part. In this figure, 6pro,f is defined as 6h, and 6pro,r
as the coordinate system in which 6h is rotated to match the
attitude of the rear plane. f xi, f yi, and f θi are calculated based
on 6pro,f and rxi, ryi, and rθi are calculated based on 6pro,r .
To obtain6pro,r , information of the 3D orientation of the rear
plane relative to 6h is necessary and can be calculated based
on sensor information. Since the first wheel of the rear plane
part can be assumed to be grounded due to the control of the
connection part, the velocity constraint equation for the rear
plane part covers the wheels beyond the second wheel.

f xi, f yi, and f θi are calculated from wh and ψ f ,z, whereas
rxi, ryi, and rθi are calculated from the projected position and
orientation wr=[xr , yr , θr ]T of the rear-end of the connection
part and the yaw joint angle ψ r,z ∈ Rn−nre,1 of the rear plane
part. Given that the proposed method is based on 6h, the
actual value of wh is always [0, 0, π ]⊤.
Summarizing (24) in terms of wh, ψ f ,z, wr , and ψ r,z,

we obtain

A1ẇh = B1ψ̇ f ,z, (25)

A2ẇr = B2ψ̇ r,z. (26)

To represent the motion of both plane parts as a unified
control model, (26) needs to be expressed as an equation
summarized by wh. From the geometric relationship of the

robot, wr can use wh, ψ f ,z, and ψc to express

ẇr = Jr,1ẇh + Jr,2ψ̇ f ,z + Jr,3ψ̇c. (27)

The position and orientation of the rear plane relative to
6h change over time because the plane of the assumed
environment changes. Therefore, it is originally necessary to
include a term in (27) to account for the time variation of
the information of plane in the rear plane. However, if the
plane changes, it is judged that the wheels lose proper ground
contact, and propulsion is resumed after the ungrounded
wheels are properly grounded using the recovery control.
Consequently, the information of plane in the rear plane is
assumed to be invariant in the propulsion control model. This
assumption allows ẇr to be expressedwithout considering the
time variation of the information of plane in the rear plane.
Substituting (27) into (26) yields

A2Jr,1ẇh =
[
−A2Jr,2 −A2Jr,3 B2

] ψ̇ f ,z
ψ̇c
ψ̇ r,z

 . (28)

By summarizing (25) and (28), the control model for both
plane parts is obtained as

Ãẇh = B̃

ψ̇ f ,z
ψ̇c
ψ̇ r,z

 , (29)

Ã =

[
A1

A2Jr,1

]
, (30)

B̃ =

[
B1 0 0

−A2Jr,2 −A2Jr,3 B2

]
, (31)

where Ã ∈ Rn+nfe−nre,3, B̃ ∈ Rn+nfe−nre,n+nfe−nre+jc .
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3) CONTROL INPUT OF PROPULSION CONTROL
In these kinematic models (23) and (29), the control input is
calculated as the joint angular velocity from

ψ̇ f ,z = B−1
1 A1ẇd , (32)

ψ̇c = H†
3

([
˙̃rd + Kp(r̃d − r̃)

0

]
−H1ẇd −H2ψ̇ f ,z

)
+ kp(I −H†

3H3)η⊤, (33)

ψ̇ r,z = B−1
2 A2Jr,1ẇd

+ B−1
2

[
A2Jr,2 A2Jr,3

] [
ψ̇ f ,z
ψ̇c

]
. (34)

ẇd is the target relative velocity of the robot head, and r̃d is
the target value of r̃. By substituting (32) and (34) into (29)
yields

Ã(ẇd − ẇh) = 0, (35)

and if Ã is full rank, ẇh = ẇd . Substituting (33) into (23)
gives

˙̃rd − ˙̃r+ Kp(r̃d − r̃) = 0, (36)

the control variable r̃ converges to the target r̃d at t → ∞.
The connection part control has redundancy based on (33).
Substituting a vector η similar to (21), can contribute to
accomplishing the same subtask as the recovery control.

C. CONTROL SWITCHING REQUIREMENTS
The proposed method executes propulsion control when the
grounding condition of the wheels on the plane is satisfied.
The system executes recovery control when an ungrounded
wheel arises. Hence, appropriate switching of the control is
needed. This section establishes the start and end conditions
for the recovery control.

We define the vector Si=[sdl,i, sdr,i, sφl,i, sφr,i]⊤ ∈ R4,1,
which groups the sensor information obtained from the ith
wheel. To determine the start of recovery control, we utilize
six values: sdl,nfe ,

sdr,nfe ,
sdl,nre ,

sdr,nre ,
s,−lφnfe and s,lφnre ,

derived from the distance and direction information of Snfe
and Snre . We calculate the error between the ideal values
and the actual values for six values. If the error in either
value exceeds a certain threshold, the recovery control is
started. The start requirement of the recovery control can be
expressed by

|
sdl,nfe −

gdl,nfe | ≧ jdl,nfe
|
sdr,nfe −

gdr,nfe | ≧ jdr,nfe
|
s,−lφnfe −

gφnfe | ≧ jφnfe

|
sdl,nre −

gdl,nre | ≧ jdl,nre
|
sdr,nre −

gdr,nre | ≧ jdr,nre
|
s,lφnre −

gφnre | ≧ jφnre

. (37)

If any one of the requirements in (37) is satisfied, the recovery
control is started. The first term on the left side of (37)
represents the actual values, the second term on the left side
represents the ideal values for each variable, and the right side

TABLE 2. Parameters employed in the experiment.

represents the threshold values corresponding to the errors for
each variable. Additionally, sj ∈ R6,1 represents the vector
that groups the variables on the right side of each equation.
The ideal value of each variable is unified as rw for distance
information and 0 for angle information.

If the variable with the highest error among the six values
belongs to the front-end wheel of the connection part, the
front-end of the connection part is set as the control object.
Conversely, if the error of the component at the rear-end of
the connection part exceeds the threshold, the rear-end of the
connection part is set as the control object. If any component
exceeds the threshold at both ends of the connection part,
the side with the wheel that has the smallest sensor distance
information is set as the reference.

To determine the end condition of the recovery control,
values dl,i, dr,i, and lφi (−lφi) related to the ground state of
the wheel are used among the control variables. Initially, the
robot executes the recovery control until the error between
these values and their target values falls within a predefined
threshold ej=[el ,er ,eφ]⊤ ∈ R3,1. Subsequently, the recovery
control is terminated after te seconds have elapsed while
maintaining the error within the threshold range. te represents
an arbitrary constant. It can be confirmed that the control
variable has converged near the target value by waiting te
second after the control variable error reaches the threshold
range.

Under the requirements above, the system switches
between propulsion control and recovery control. Fig.19
shows an overview of these operational transitions.

IV. EXPERIMENT
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we con-
ducted experiments using an actual robot as shown in Fig.20.
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FIGURE 19. Transition diagram to control input calculation.

FIGURE 20. The snake robot used in the experiment.

FIGURE 21. Proximity sensor utilized in the experiment.

This robot has 27 joints and 14 wheels. The proximity sensor
is affixed to the wheel pair of both ends of the connection

FIGURE 22. Experiment Environment.

FIGURE 23. Propagation of robot position and posture changes.

part. Fig.21 shows the sensor employed in the experi-
ment, comprising a Micro-Control Unit (STM32L476RG)
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FIGURE 24. Experimental results in case of success.
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FIGURE 25. Experimental results in case of failure.

and 12 Time of Flight elements (VL6180x) arranged along
the circumference. These ToF elements to be employed
experience diminished accuracy when the measurement
distance is less than 10 mm. Therefore, the sensor is circular
with a radius of 35 mm, which is at least 10 mm smaller than
the wheel radius. This ensures that the measurement distance
is always more than 10 mm. The MCU and ToF elements are
detachable with connectors, facilitating measurement range
adjustment and ToF element replacement in case of failure.
Considering this condition and physical interference, the ToF
elements around the circumference were set at 12. The robot
employs servo motors (Dynamixel XM540) equipped with

a 3-channel AD converter, streamlining wiring complexities.
The MCU processes information from the 12 ToF elements,
converting it into the sensor information shown in Fig.1,
subsequently transmitting it as an analog voltage. The
motor receives this information, A/D measured at 12-bit
resolution, and transmits it to the control computer. As men-
tioned previously, sensor information errors are reduced
through a moving average filter and a predetermined offset
value.

In this experiment, we set nfe to 6, nre to 10. The robot
started its motion from a position straddling two planes,
executing movements until just before the next propagation
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of the connection part. The robot’s control frequency is
0.2 s. The target relative velocity of the robot head at
time t is defined as ẇd = [ẋhd (t), ẏhd (t), θ̇hd ]⊤ =

[v, (2πA/T ) cos(2π t/T ), 0]⊤. v is the propulsive velocity of
the head, A is the amplitude of the propulsive trajectory, and
T is the period of the propulsive trajectory.

Fig.22 shows the experimental environment, featuring
two non-parallel planes with glass wool underneath them.
External forces can incline the plane on the glass wool.
Manually moving each plane during robot motion realizes
a variable two-plane environment. Motion capture markers
are affixed to the left edge of each plane, measuring the
plane’s position and orientation. Table 2 outlines the control
parameters used in the experiment.

B. RESULT
Under these conditions, the experiment results are shown
in Fig.24. As shown in Fig.24(a), the robot successfully
propelled itself through the two variable planes without
significant problems.

Fig.24(c–i) reveals that the error of the control variable
at both ends of the connection part increased when the
plane’s inclination changed, such as at t = 6, 28, 38 s.
At t = 28 s, the control variable error at the rear-end
of the connection part increased, despite the front plane
changing. Fig.23 suggests that this error is attributed to
the propagation of positional and orientational alterations
from the rear plane’s wheel to the front plane. With the
heightened control variable error, the number of ungrounded
wheels on the plane increased, as illustrated in Fig.24(b).
However, upon sensor detection of an ungrounded wheel,
the robot executed recovery control, reducing the control
variable error within the defined threshold. Subsequently, the
robot resumed propulsion once the ungrounded wheels were
properly grounded.

In Fig.24(c–i) at t = 40 s, the control variable error
at the rear-end of the connection part increased during the
recovery control of the front-end, despite the stationary plane.
This anomaly is attributed to the excessive pushing of the
front-end wheel against the front plane, causing the rear-end
wheel to lift due to the reaction force. The recovery control
of the front-end ends and accordingly, the recovery control
of the rear-end started. Consequently, the robot successfully
traversed between the two variable planes, ensuring all
wheels on the plane remained grounded.

Fig.25 shows that the example of the robot failed in
recovery control. This result was caused when the control
object was not promptly switched when the reference wheel
was lifting from the rear plane. At t = 33 – 37 s in Fig.25(b),
the change in dr,nfe stagnated near the threshold boundary,
leading to prolonged recovery control completion. At this
time, the rear-end wheel of the connection part, serving as
the reference, tilted due to the reaction force. The robot nearly
overturned by t = 37 – 45 s.
In the proposed method, the control part is not switched

unless the end requirement of the recovery control is satisfied,

even if the reference wheel becomes ungrounded. This model
based on kinematics, assumes the axle center of the reference
wheel as a fixed reference point. Therefore, the control cannot
accommodate temporal variations in the reference point or the
risk of the robot tipping over.

Situations such as Pattern 3 in Fig.6 are excluded from
the assumed conditions due to potential violations of the
fixed reference point assumption. The ground condition of
the reference wheel became worse because the recovery
control was executed under these conditions. Addressing this
necessitates refining the control switching requirements to
allow control object switching when the reference wheel
becomes ungrounded, or enhancing the control model to
account for dynamic effects.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a control method for a snake robot to
move in a two-plane environment with changing information
of plane. In the method, information of plane is estimated
based on data acquired from proximity sensors. By com-
bining the sensor information with propulsion and recovery
control, the robot can propel itself through the environment
while ensuring all wheels remain grounded on the plane. The
main contribution of the proposed method is to enable the
snake robot to move between two variable planes, which has
not been solved in previous studies. Experiments using an
actual snake robot validated the effectiveness of the proposed
method. This paper verifies the motion of the robot until just
before the propagation of the connection part. These results
suggest that the snake robot can achieve traversal between the
two variable planes by using sensor information to determine
the optimal timing of the connection part propagation. In this
study, a robot with the configuration shown in Fig.1(a) was
adopted. However, the proposed method can be applied to
a wheeled snake robot with different joint configurations,
as long as the plane part has a joint configuration with
degrees of freedom for undulating motion for propulsion and
the connection part has degrees of freedom for maintaining
proper contact of the wheels, respectively. We have also
established a control method for propulsive motion that
follows a target trajectory for two variable planes with the
proposed method. Therefore, we expect that autonomous
moving between two variable planes can be achieved if we
can estimate the self-position of the head, which is the control
point, and generate a target for the head’s trajectory. The
generation of the target trajectory when moving between two
planes and the 3D self-position estimation for detecting the
position and orientation of the robot head can be achieved
by applying the methods used for general mobile robots.
In addition, to traverse the assumed environment, the robot
requires not only motion for propulsion between the two
planes, but also motion for approach to the next plane,
as shown in (A) and (B) of Fig.3. The control method and
target trajectory generation in this motion could be realized
by applying the semiautonomous climbing method for two
parallel planes proposed by Kon [6]. By implementing these
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components in a robot, the robot may be able to perform
autonomous moving between two variable planes.

However, there are still issues that need to be solved
for real-world operations. The design of energy-efficient
machines and systems is an important factor in the actual
operation of snake robots. Therefore, future works will
require proposals for actual robots and systems that can both
move between two variable planes and achieve high energy
efficiency. In addition, the contact condition of the wheels
in this method is defined based on the assumption that the
two footings are both flat surfaces. Therefore, the proposed
method is not yet applicable to footings with otherwise flat
surfaces. In a real environment, it may be necessary to transfer
to footings with complex shapes, such as rubble at a disaster
site. To operate in real environments, it will be necessary
to define wheel contact conditions that can be applied to
environments other than flat surfaces, and incorporate them
into the proposed method. Other than these, future work
includes proposing a control method that can be applied
to situations in which both ends of the connection part are
improperly grounded.
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